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Abstract

Transportation planning is an important process to support the mobility of the cities, which is a growing problem
in several Latin American countries. To face this problem, a normal transportation tool has been used, even until
now, and it is known as the origin/destination (O/D) matrix. This matrix allows estimation of the movement of users
and future demand on the transportation system and helps improve the planning, travel allocation, and routes of
transportation. The novelty of this paper is focused on the design and implementation of a web service platform
that can construct automatically the O/D matrix. This platform takes advantage of the service-oriented architecture
(SOA) approach and web and mobile applications for the construction of this matrix. In addition, the system is used
for public transportation system and takes advantage of Bluetooth technology as a very good approach to
construct this matrix.
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1 Introduction
Transportation and mobility are fundamental for cre-
ation of a high standard of living. The transport system
is a key component of infrastructure of cities, providing
opportunities for the movement of people and goods,
and connections between locations of living, work, and
activities [1]. Nowadays, there is a wide range of inventions
and cutting edge technology in the sector; however, there
exist several problems for resolve like traffic jam, demand
supply, and mobility, among others.
The abovementioned problems tend to be mitigated for

Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) which are focused on
giving, through synergistic technologies and systems en-
gineering, a great set of solutions for the transport sector
[2,3]. In this context, many ITS solutions help not only
mobility of the cities but also several different areas associ-
ated with a normal operation of the cities. For instance,
one of the transportation fields which benefited from ITS
solutions is public transportation, especially mass transit
systems, usually deployed in Latin America. In fact, this
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kind of transportation takes advantage of several tools in
order to be planned. In this context, a common transpor-
tation tool called origin/destination (O/D) matrix is used
for bringing information about route planning, reducing
costs, improving service quality, reducing travel times,
and improving infrastructure [4]. In this way, several dif-
ferent O/D trip matrices are done in order to represent
the number of users with similar travel characteristics
moving between zone pairs of the transportation network,
and it is worth noting that reference period is a funda-
mental input for most transportation planning and design
problems [4]. Currently, the generation of these kinds of
matrices is performed manually in most Latin American
countries; it means that there are people deployed over
the transportation network and they must take data in
order to build it. However, technology advances have
allowed the creation of several sensors that can be used
for gathering data, in fact, for this approach, that is, for
construction of O/D matrices. For instance, in Bluetooth
technology [5], a wireless communication technology is
used, among others, for it, but this kind of sensors does
not have systems that can work with new business ap-
proaches. In this context, in the field of the ITS solutions,
new approaches based on service-oriented architecture
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(SOA) have been used. For this reason, a great challenge
of ITS applications is to integrate these approaches in sev-
eral ITS solutions [6], even e-safety. SOA is a collection of
self-contained services (system functions) that communi-
cate with each other over specified interfaces [7]. From a
business perspective, it is a style of multi-tier computing
that helps organizations share logic and data among mul-
tiple applications and usage modes. In this context, the
SOA approach was used for designing and implementing
a novelty platform that can construct automatically the
O/D matrix. It is worth noting that this research work
takes as a base a previous work [8]. However, this new
paper is focused on creation, design, and implementation
of web service platform based on SOA, which can be used
for construction of the O/D matrix for mass transporta-
tion systems (public transportation system), and in turn, it
takes advantage of Bluetooth technology as a very good
communication approach to construct this matrix. The
platform is made up of an application web, an application
mobile, and a simulator of frames; all of them work to-
gether for constructing and giving information to their
users about the O/D matrix, in order to support the route
planning, check the status of a service station for a specific
time, etc.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2

describes the contextualization and related work.
Section 3 proposed the platform architecture. Section 4
is focused on ITS applications developed using a SOA
paradigm. Section 5 describes a test done with Bluetooth
sensors and the results obtained by software. Finally,
Section 6 presents the conclusions and the future work.

2 Contextualization and related work
In the world, where cities and socioeconomic character-
istics change, the cities' dynamism depends on a great
part on the transportation sector. Governments take this
sector as a solid stone to develop their economies and
organize strategically the operation of the cities. In light
of this, the public transportation is a key and a transversal
component that helps citizens to organize how they move
over the city. Therefore, buses represent an important part
of the mobility [8].
In many Latin American cities, the operation of bus

services has been carried out by private companies which
apply partially regulated fares and routes, weak manage-
ment strategies, and transportation planning, creating a
poor quality of service. In fact, the bus rapid transit (BRT)
in response to dysfunctional and inefficient transport condi-
tions, low quality of service, and poor environmental condi-
tions and road safety was created. Nowadays, there are
many successful cases of implementation of BRT, such as
VIVA in Toronto and Ontario, Optibus in Leon (Mexico),
Transmilenio in Bogotá (Colombia), and Metro Via in
Guayaquil (Ecuador), among others [9,10].
A BRT plan should be developed as an integrated sys-
tem that adapts attributes of rail transit, focusing on
major markets, emphasizing speed and reliability, taking
advantage of incremental development, and establishing
complementary transit-first policies. Other system attri-
butes that are equally important include the times during
which service is available, frequency/headways, walking
distances, waiting times, transfers, in-vehicle time, a clean-
ing and appealing image, and fare collection strategies. The
elimination or reduction of system features to cut costs
should be avoided [11]. Hence, it is very important to have
a good transportation planning.
In transportation planning, deploying BRTs is a key factor

over the cities, but to do this in an appropriate way, it is
important to take advantage of the O/D matrix that al-
lows estimation of the movement of users and future
demand on the transport system, and improvement in
the planning, travel allocation, and routes of transporta-
tion. Normally, this matrix is estimated through math
models or using a probabilistic way, by means of people
deployed over the transportation infrastructures who take
data from buses or freight trucks (road transportation);
nevertheless, this fact causes many errors.
However, new ITS approaches based on Bluetooth

technology have begun to be used in order to support
the generation of the O/D matrix, but focused on deter-
mining how a car is moving through the transportation
network. Now, our novelty consists of determining how
people are moving through the public transportation
network. To do this, we focused on deploying Bluetooth
sensors throughout the transportation network in order to
receive signals from devices equipped with this technology.
It is important to highlight that in Latin America, many
people have devices equipped with Bluetooth technology
and it is normally found over mobile phones. In addition,
according to the World Bank, on average, in 2011, there
are 107 mobile phones per 100 people in Latin America
[12]; this statistics allows the implementation of our pro-
posal which is reliable, because the sensors would capture
at least 5% of total traffic in the lane.
On the other hand, it is worth noting that there is

a large number of ITS technologies that can support
the generation of O/D matrix and their platforms are
made up of several technologies. This means that their
integration is tightly coupled. For this reason, in other
domains, such as e-business, manufacturing, and auto-
motive industry, the service-oriented architecture
(SOA) paradigm has been proposed as the most appro-
priate solution for solving problems in dynamic and
heterogeneous technology environments. In fact, many
ITS applications have begun to use SOA approaches such
as [13,14]; even the ISO Technical Committee (TC 204)
has recently worked on an SOA for the realization of
interoperable ITS (ISO 24097).



Figure 1 ITS scenario for automatic generation of OD matrix.
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In light of this, our proposal takes advantages of both
ITS technologies (Bluetooth sensors) and SOA paradigm
in order to determine how people are moving through the
public transportation network. Our novelty consist of
using mobile phones equipped with Bluetooth technology
to detect these signals to offer a dynamic way for O/D
matrix construction and layout in a web service platform.
This means that we can give a great solution to support
the organization and planning for public transportation
systems in Latin America. In addition, with the design and
implementation of a web service platform based on SOA
paradigm, it can give information about the O/D matrix in
Figure 2 System architecture.
any moment, allowing and helping governments to make
decisions about a new way for transportation planning
using advanced ITS application that works from mobile
devices and traffic centers.

3 Proposal
3.1 Description
Transportation planning plays a fundamental role in the
state, region, or community's vision for its future. It in-
cludes an evaluation process that encompasses diverse
viewpoints and the collaborative participation of relevant
transportation-related agencies and organizations. This



Table 1 Loose coupling by means of an SOA

Kinds of ITS
services

Integration and
decoupling
mechanism

ITS service
provider

ITS
consumer

Authentication
service

SOAP (UDDI)
Application
servers (BL)

Application
servers (UL)Services

Catalogue

Registry and
discovery services

for the build O/D matrix*

SOAP (UDDI)
Application
servers (CTL)

Application
servers (UL)Services

Catalogue

Consult services

SOAP (UDDI)
Application
servers (BL)

Application
servers (UL)Services

Catalogue

*Internal services; ML → Monitoring level; BL → Business level; UL → User
level; CTL → Communication Transverse Level; XX → can be WSN, VANET, etc.
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evaluation process needs enough information such as the
number of people who move from one place to another
and demand growth in peak hours and travel times.
To contribute to transportation planning and analyze

the mobility in a massive transport system, we developed
a web service platform focused on the automatic gen-
eration of O/D matrix through the signals received by
two sensors that measure Bluetooth signals. Our pro-
posal was explained in a previous study [7], but mainly,
our system has servers that receive all data frames ob-
tained by each sensor; then, the system processes the re-
ceived information to make the O/D matrix using an
algorithm based on some filters and finally lays out the
O/D matrix in the web service platform to allow people
to access to this data from several places and devices
(see Figure 1).
The data captured, processed, and represented in O/D

matrix contributes to transport planning, specifically in
the creation of new routes and the number of buses that
are sent over the routes and feeder routes. Also, this in-
formation allows defining the dimensions of the stations,
and the service quality increases.

3.2 System architecture
The system architecture is made up of four subsystems
(see Figure 2) described as follows: uptake signal, device
classification and acceptance, device comparison, and O/D
matrix construction.
The first subsystem is focused on the uptake signal, and

it is filtered by a Bluetooth sensor, which is responsible for
Figure 3 Class of device/service (CoD).
capturing signals around the sensor. The second subsys-
tem has, as principal aim, to analyze the kind of user de-
vice and decide which devices will be accepted by the
system. The third subsystem compares the results of the
analysis of the devices and eliminates duplicate records in
a time range, and the last subsystem gives the results of an
O/D matrix from a specific date and time; this is from the
web service platform.
As we mentioned before, our proposal takes advantage

of the SOA paradigm and we use loose coupling schemes
for construction of the O/D matrix using the data gathered.
To implement our ITS solution, a web service technology
has been used since it is a powerful way to integrate hetero-
geneous systems. Our solution takes into account three
states for an SOA solution, namely, publication, discovery,
and consumption.
First, the publication process is carried out by means of

a web service that uses a SOAP (Simple Object Access
Protocol) message to put in a register server such as UDDI
(Universal Description Discovery and Integration - directory
of web service interfaces described by WSDL - Web
Services Description Language) services that will be
published, such as user authentication service, build O/D
matrix service, and consult O/D matrix service.
The first service authenticates the user who wants to

enter the system from a login and password defined in
the database to prevent misuse of the service. The second
service builds the O/D matrix from several initial filters.
Such filters are applied into frames provided by the sensor,
for instance, eliminating redundant data and bad data.
These filters work according to flow estimation, which is
based on three parameters given by the user (path, start
date, and final date). The last service allows users to con-
sult the matrix O/D from the above parameters from a
mobile device, a client application, or a web application.
As regards the discovery process, several mobile de-

vices or even a PC desktop can discover the services,
which can be used to know the O/D matrix. UDDI offers
users a unified and systematic way to find service pro-
viders through a centralized registry of services, and
supports this process. Finally, the consumption process
is achieved when mobile devices use the mentioned
web services; it means that either by web application
or mobile application, the services can be consumed.
We have three kinds of services that are used in ITS
(see Table 1).



Figure 4 Filter algorithm.

Figure 5 Generation of O/D matrix algorithm.
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However, in future work, we will work with WS-
Security, which is a standard that states a strategy and
specifications to bring different security technologies
together. The WS-Security specification defines how
XML Digital Signatures and XML Encryption may be
used with SOAP messages.

3.3 Algorithms
The implemented system uses several algorithms based on
filters and the Bluetooth standard that classify the de-
vices and services. Hence, it is worth understanding how
Bluetooth technology does it.
Bluetooth standard defines a baseband associated with

DIACs (the General- and Device-Specific Inquiry Access
Codes) which is the first level of filtering to find Bluetooth
devices and services [15]. Summarizing, each Bluetooth
device incorporates a hexadecimal number of five digits
that represent the Inquiry Access Code (see Figure 3).
The last 11 bits identify the services that endure the

devices and have 7 categories for this [15]. The next 11
bits identify the nature of the device specifying the
generic type of device. In fact, the algorithm takes in
to account this standard to identify and classify the
possible devices that Latin American people have with
themselves.
Using the information mentioned before, the subsys-

tems implement an algorithm and support the gener-
ation of the O/D matrix. The first one uses a filter to
accept devices based on a list. This list is based on a
major device class of the standard mentioned; we con-
sider several devices used for the public transportation
user. From the list of devices included, we consider some
[7] like phone, computer, and toy. As a consequence, the
filter rejects all frames and data related with the devices
that contain a major class of device that is not on the pro-
posed list (see Figure 4).
Second, the subsystem of device comparison imple-

mented an algorithm that compares all the times that
the device was captured by the sensor and stores only
the record with the best power. The system has an aver-
age trip time by route. The data or frame with the best
power is taken by scales divided in this time; that means
if the device is in two scales, it is taken like two dif-
ferent devices, and the system takes the best power in
the scale for each respective device, in this case for
two devices.
Third, the subsystem verifies that the device is captured

for the two sensors in the average trip time specified for
this route.
Summarizing, the subsystem O/D matrix to achieve

automatic generation of the O/D matrix considers the
following procedure: first, evaluating the devices captured
by at least two sensors; second, comparing devices captured
with the device class list mentioned before; and finally,



Figure 7 Mobile application.

Figure 6 Web application.
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Figure 8 Frame simulator application.
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rejecting the devices where trip time exceeds the aver-
age time (see Figure 5).

3.4 Sensors and frames
To design and implement a web service platform, we have
used Bluetooth sensors which give us a data schema with
the most important information about devices. To generate
the O/D matrix, the following are considered: the captured
devices, the time in seconds to which the Bluetooth
scan was recorded, the MAC encrypted devices, and
the kind of device.
In this project, we test two different sensors: The first

one was provided by Trafficnow Company [16] whose
optimized antenna allows receiving of Bluetooth signal
from other devices and has an efficient scan process
to 270 m before the place where the sensor is in-
stalled. The second one was proportioned by Acyclica
company [17]. It is similar to the Trafficnow sensor,
but the great difference is that the Acyclica sensor
captures both Bluetooth and Wi-Fi signals and this
fact opens the possibility to acquire the Wi-Fi signals
in the same proposal.
In addition, to each of the sensors, it is accurate to

have a voltage source set on average at 24 V, and to
configure them, it is possible to use a GPRS configuration
or a network cable.

4 ITS applications
In order to achieve our goal, three ITS applications that
work over a web service scheme have been developed.
The first one (Figure 6) is focused on web application,
Table 2 Devices with Bluetooth

Device Name device Mac address

PDA Pocket PC 08:00:28:d6:07:a4

Cell phone Motorola 115 00:0d:92:c5:5f:7f

Cell phone Nokia N8 04:5a:95:25:30:5a

Laptop Samsung 88-53-2e-b9-96-9a

Cell phone Samsung GT S5260 84:25:DB:DA:D2:5 F
which offers the consulting of O/D matrix service through
the Internet; this is very usable and incorporates security
through user authentication. When an authentication
process has been successful, the user (traffic center) can
consult the roadmap or O/D matrix. If the user chooses the
roadmap, Bluetooth sensors will be deployed on the city
map and it will be possible to generate routes and pictures
from several places.
The second one is mobile application that works under

the Android platform (Figure 7). This application allows
consulting of the O/D matrix for a range of specific dates
and times. Likewise, a web service scheme based on the
SOA paradigm was used in order to exchange data be-
tween server application and mobile application. There-
fore, the changes over time in one should not affect the
other; thus, it is a decoupled architecture.
Finally, the third application related to a frame simulator

was designed and implemented. This application was
developed for testing the database deployed, the filter-
ing algorithms, and the programs that generate auto-
matically the O/D matrix. The simulator is made up of a
server component and a client component; these commu-
nicate through sockets (see Figure 8).
The application works with the following fields: re-

quires the ID device Origin & Destination to represent
the Bluetooth sensors and, in addition, indicates the
number of devices that want to be generated as well as
the repetition rate in the target sensor, the date of gen-
eration of the data, and the time duration of capture.

5 Case study
For the case study, we used two Bluetooth sensors and
several devices (represented in Table 2) which will be cap-
tured by the sensors.
The sensors were activated for 15 min. For the test, we

have created a denotation for the sensors; the first one is
Figure 9 Test results.



Figure 10 Graphical of response times of web application.
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called the alpha sensor which is the origin, and the
second one is called the beta sensor which is the des-
tination. The capture range for the device by the sen-
sors is 15 min between them. We performed several
tests during different times, but we present just one of
them. In this context and according to devices that were
used, the result of the matrix in a single sense (alpha-beta)
is presented in Figure 9.
Regarding the web application, the response time for

17 simultaneous users was tested, looking at a range be-
tween 0.082 and 0.147 s (see Figure 10). Furthermore,
Figure 11 shows the classification of devices into mobile
devices and others; since the consistency of the matrix
relies on mobile devices, a further study will be made
when the sensors will be installed in the public transpor-
tation system.
xThe previous article lists all the filters used to gener-

ate the O/D matrix [7]. These filters cannot determine
Figure 11 Number of devices captured by sensors.
whether a user carries some devices with Bluetooth tech-
nology simultaneously or only one device. This will
be considering different users, but this topic is under
study.
In the test, the alpha sensor captured 1,017 records;

these form part of multiple captures by the sensor of
about 76 devices, where 74% of the found devices were
mobile phones, including smart phones; the other 26%
includes different kinds of devices like wearable head-
phones, handheld PC/PDA, hands-free, desktop worksta-
tion, and cordless phone. Furthermore, the sensor found
two devices uncategorized, which means that the codes of
these devices are not specified (see Figures 12). On the
other hand, the beta sensor captured 890 records of 30
devices found, where 83% were mobile phones and the
remaining 17% were laptops.
Regarding the previous outcomes about the number of

cell phones captured by each sensor, it is important to



Figure 12 Type of devices captured by alpha sensor.

Figure 13 Number of times the alpha sensor captured the same cell phones.

Figure 14 Number of times the beta sensor captured the same cell phones.
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highlight that the outcomes show different kinds of cell
phones, and each one was captured several times. The
time that each cell phone was captured depends on the
distance between the sensor and device (it was not cap-
tured when it was out of the sensor range visibility) and
the turning on of the Bluetooth function. In the test for
the alpha sensor (see Figure 13) we kept cell phone A
within the sensor range visibility and with the Bluetooth
function turned on; therefore, the sensor captured it 118
times, while the other devices were appearing and dis-
appearing in the data. On the other hand, in the test
for the beta sensor (see Figure 14), the Bluetooth function
was turned off and after a while, the sensor captured it 67
times, less than that in the last test.

6 Conclusions
The article presented a new platform based on web ser-
vices in order to generate automatically the O/D matrix
for users of public transport systems. The proposed
solution is highly innovative because it involves several
technologies of great penetration in any country. In
addition, this platform uses a SOA approach to achieve
loose coupling between ITS technologies that use this
kind of platform. Connecting the mobile phone with
Bluetooth technology and, in turn, using and deploying
a novelty approach to determine the O/D matrix and lay
it out above a web service platform allow to consult the
O/D matrix from several places and devices and also
give new solutions for transportation planning and its
operation of public transport, and it will even allow to
reduce their fares.
Currently, we are working on the project, and in a fu-

ture work, we will work to incorporate WS-Security to
apply security to our web services. Furthermore, a group
of students of the Catholic University of Colombia is de-
veloping a project based on this work to improve the
data storage using NoSQL approaches. Moreover, we are
implementing our own sensors for the system; we using
a credit card-sized tool called Raspberry [18].
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